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1. yellow

2. purple
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Create some kind of a bridge. You could lay down two skipping ropes, you could use
rubber dots, or or use painter’s tape to mark a bridge on the carpet.
Choose one child to be the troll. The troll is on one side of the bridge and the rest
of the class is on the other side.
All the children sing the question: “Mr. Troll, Mr. Troll may we cross the bridge?
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May we cross to the other side?” The troll decides on a color and answers them
“Only if you’re wearing yellow - if you’re not better run and hide.” If you want to
use this game to practice color identification, you could put a number of colored
objects in a paper bag and have the troll draw one out. The children wearing the
chosen color cross the bridge and join the troll. The game continues until all
children have crossed the bridge. This game is a lot of fun, yet involves no real
competition or chaos!
Carmen Bryant, Kindergarten teacher, consultant and author, uses this game to
have children learn colors, shapes, numbers or letters. If she’s using the game to
teach shapes, she gives each child in the class one shape to hold. She gives the
child who is the “troll” the shapes to pull out of the bag. The troll would sing, “Only
if you have a square, if you don’t better run and hide.” The teacher can check that
the children coming over the bridge are holding a square (not a circle or a triangle)
and assess if her students are correctly identifying the shapes.
If using the game to assess letter recognition, each child would be given a plastic
letter. It’s better to use only 5-10 letters at a time rather than the entire alphabet.
The child who is the “troll” is given the same 5-10 letters and pulls one out at a
time. The teacher can check that the children coming over the bridge are holding
the letter that was selected, so this becomes an informal assessment opportunity.
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This game provides a wonderful opportunity to hear children sing alone. In “The
Kodaly Method” Lois Choksy says “It is important to give children opportunities to
sing alone, and with one or two others, as well as with the group.” Other
suggestions for helping children to develop in-tune singing would include the
following.
* Teachers should model accurately for students in an appropriate range. Most of
the repertoire for five year old children should be in a range above middle C. If the
teacher is not able to sing in tune in this range, use a recording to model for the
students.
* A complete song should be sung to children before they are asked to sing it. If
the teacher is not able to sing in tune, use a recording. Ask the children to pat a
beat while they listen, or give them something specific to listen for in the song. If
you’re singing the Mr. Troll song, you could ask children questions such as:
1. Who sings this song? (children and Mr. Troll)
2. What do the children want to do?
3. Who is going to give the children permission?
* Use hand levels (not specific hand signs) to show the higher and lower pitches in a
song. Use body movements to show the higher and lower levels along with the
terms “higher” and “lower”. Some children may be confused thinking that “higher”
means the same as “louder” and not fully understand if the terms only are used.
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Wed - Grade 3
Thurs - Grade 4
Friday - Grade 5/6
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all 5 days.
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The body scale can be used to show the levels of all the notes of the scale.
* Clearly give a starting pitch when you are beginning a song. Sing, “One, two,
ready, and...” before you begin a song in 4/4 time.
* Sing to the children - not with them. After you have demonstrated how a song
goes, sing a phrase and then listen as the children sing it back.
* Tell the children to “listen louder than they sing.” Sometimes when a child sings
more quietly, they pitch their voice more accurately.
Mr. Troll can be used in conjunction with the story of the Three Billygoats Gruff. In
Musicplay for Kindergarten, March week 3, the story is given. When each of the
billygoats in the story gets to the bridge, have them sing the question to the troll.
Also included in Musicplay for Kindergarten, March Week 3 is the N
Naannnnyyg
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rap which is a lot of fun for all your students - not just the kindergarten students.
Danece Workman, K-5 music teacher in Red Deer, Alberta used the Nannygoats rap
in a Fairytale program with her 5th grade students rapping and dramatizing the
story.
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Listening Fun with Scarves and Tennis
Balls by Dan Fee
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View complete contents and video samples at
www.musicplaytext.com

Spring Special from Themes & Variations
Free Book/CD ($20 value)
with every order!
www.musicplaytext.com

newsletter.

(This offer will continue as long as supplies last.)

Viva la Musica Vegas!
June 30-July 2, 2011
Imperial Palace, Las Vegas
Presenters include Artie Almeida, Deborah Lyn Ziolkoski,
Thom Borden, Dan Fee, Marian Rose and Denise Gagne.
Search on expedia for hotel rooms as low as $26 / night!
Register online at www.musicplaytext.com
Early Bird Registration extended to April 15th: $200
(two day registration is available if you cannot get June
30th off)
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Clliinniiccss are planned for Calgary, Red Deer and Edmonton for
2011 --- watch our website for dates, locations and times. (Suggestions for
locations would be welcomed!)
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onnss (especially in Arizona, Delaware, Hawaii, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, South
Carolina, New Hampshire , Vermont, Louisiana, Mississippi) Themes will be a
co-sponsor for chapters wanting a workshop day with Denise Gagne. Just email for
information: denisegagne1@gmail.com
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gss:: Themes will be happy to provide
door prizes for Orff or Kodaly chapter meetings. (or any meeting of music
teachers!) Email to request: tvinfo@telus.net
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